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The purpose of this presentation is to describe the GEMS (Geostationary Environmental Monitoring Spectrometer)
polarization correction algorithm. The mission of GEMS is to monitor atmospheric pollutants such as O3 , SO2 ,
NO2 , HCHO and to monitor atmospheric aerosols.
To retrieve the aforementioned pollutants, the accurate measurement of reflected radiance is of importance. There
are various sources of errors in the measured radiance spectrum. One of them is the polarization of light reaching
the instrument onboard the spacecraft. The polarization could affect the magnitude of measured radiance.
The solar radiance is un-polarized light before it reaches to the earth-system. As it passes through the atmosphere,
sunlight becomes strongly polarized. The radiometric response at the CCD (Charge Coupled Device) can be affected by polarization state of the incoming light due to mirrors and grating and so on. Unfortunately, GEMS does
not have a sensor that observes polarization states of atmosphere like PMD (Polarization Measurement Device).
Therefore, we adopted polarization characterization method that measures the instrument polarization sensitivity
and atmospheric polarization based on simulated results from radiative transfer model.
In this study, we developed the polarization correction algorithm and analyze the polarization characteristics of the
light measured at the top of atmosphere and verify the polarization correction algorithm using the synthetic data
for GEMS measurement domain.

